ACCOUNTABLE
PHISHING SECURITY
Phishing protection that works—or you don’t pay for it

PROBLEM

Phishing attacks typically comprise less than 1% of an organization’s traffic yet are

1% Volume =
100% Damage

responsible for the overwhelming majority of today’s soaring data breaches, financial
losses, and brand damage. Organizations spend millions of dollars on security technology
to defeat attacks, and yet phish still evade existing defenses. Legacy email gateways,
focused on catching high-volume spam, miss slower-moving, low-volume phish that
sneak past to land in inboxes. Trained employees may spot some phish (at the cost of lost
productivity), but when a single missed phish can infect a whole organization, training is
not a satisfactory option.

SOLUTION

Area 1 Horizon anti-phishing service provides preemptive and

Area 1
Pay-Per-Phish
program

comprehensive protection from phishing attacks and is the first

control traffic that other security technologies miss. And now
with a unique, performance based approach called Pay-Per-Phish,
customers can easily add Area 1 Horizon to catch the 1% of
attacks that cause 100% of the damage.
Area 1 Pay-Per-Phish
Area 1’s Pay-Per-Phish means we detect phish—or you pay nothing:
the only accountable anti-phishing protection in the industry. For
a nominal cost of $10 per malicious phish and no upfront term or
the most egregious of attacks breaching current defenses.
WEB

• Augment your current
defenses transparently,
in minutes, to catch
missed phish

that you must pay even when they fail to stop phish—and you’ll see
why only Area 1 Security offers effective protection that we stand
behind. Optimize your security budget today with an accountable
anti-phishing service.
We stop phish, or you pay nothing.

GET AHEAD / AREA1.COM / INFO@AREA1.COM

TARGET

FIREWALLS

AREA 1 HORIZON

Compare our committed accountability to competing solutions—
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NETWORK

dollar commitments, customers can get immediate benefit against
EMAIL

• Pay only for malicious
phish detections,
with no upfront term
commitments or costs

phishing emails, malicious links, and network command-and-

SEGs

• Stop financial and data
losses caused by missed
phishing attacks

service is cloud-based and deploys in minutes to detect and block

SWGs

With Area 1 Security’s
Pay-Per-Phish Program,
you can:

ATTACKER

and only performance-based security service in the industry. The

